




 

VICTORIAN EASTER EGGS 
 

s a child, I loved decorating Easter eggs.  One of our favorite decorating traditions dates back at least to 
Victorian days, so I’m going to share it here.  (And yes, if you’re a former Victorian Times subscriber, you 
may have seen this already!) It’s a lovely, all-natural way to decorate eggs. 

 The trick is onion skins.  (Of course, the real trick, today, is finding onion skins, because what you need is the 
outer, dry, brown skins of a yellow onion, or rather, several yellow onions.  These days, most grocery stores strip 
these off entirely, but if you ask the produce department manager nicely, he may be able to save some of those 
stripped-off skins for you.) 
 There are several methods to dyeing Easter eggs with onion skins.  The most attractive, in my opinion, is to wrap 
the eggs in onion skins until no bit of white shell is showing.  Cut some squares of linen, about 8x8, from an old 
sheet.  Put the skin-wrapped egg gently in the middle of a square, fold up the sides of the linen and tie it tightly at 
the top.  Put your linen-wrapped eggs in a large kettle of cold water and bring to a boil.  Boil for 10-12 minutes—
however long you prefer to get hard-boiled eggs of the desired consistency.  I’m pretty sure we also added a 
tablespoon of vinegar to the water to help the color “set.” 
 When the time’s up, carefully drain the water out of the kettle and let the eggs sit for a while, as those linen 
packages will be too hot to touch right away.  When they’ve cooled a bit, cut the string and carefully pull away the 
linen and the onion skins.  You’ll have a batch of beautifully marbled-looking eggs in shades of orange, copper, 
brown and gold. 
 Another method is to simply dump the onion skins in to the kettle with a bunch of eggs, but this will only give 
you an overall brown dye; it won’t give you the marbled effect of the method above.   
 A third method is to apply leaves, ferns, flower petals, etc. to your egg and wrap it in linen without the onion skins 
in the package.  Then boil the wrapped eggs in your kettle with the onion skins.  With this method, you’ll get brown-
dyed eggs with the patterns of leaves, etc., standing out in white or pale colors.  It’s a little more difficult but very 
attractive.  You can also create patterns on your eggs with wax before dyeing. 
 Once your eggs have cooled, wipe them with a cloth dipped in oil to give them a light coating.  This will give the 
eggs a lovely glossy look, making the colors even more vibrant.  It will also help seal any tiny cracks in the shell, 
making the eggs keep longer.  You can display the eggs for the rest of the day (making this a good project to do on 
Easter rather than days earlier).  If you wish to eat them later, however, they should be refrigerated thereafter. 
 One question we always got was “don’t the eggs taste like onions?”  The answer is no.  They taste like eggs.  Even 
if the onion color leaks through a crack in the shell and stains the egg itself, the egg will not taste like onions. 
 Another question we often got was “what if you used purple onions instead of yellow onions?”  We actually tried 
this one year, and the results were just the same.  Apparently the tannin color in the onions comes out brown no 
matter what color the onion itself is. 
 So this year, why not try an old Victorian farm recipe for some beautiful, unusual Easter Eggs? 
 

—Moira Allen 
 editors@victorianvoices.net 
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